Term rewriting systems provide a framework in which it is possible to specify and program in a traditional syntax (oriented equations). Interaction nets, on the other hand, provide a graphical syntax for the same purpose, but can be regarded as being closer to an implementation since the reduction process is local and asynchronous, and all the operations are made explicit, including discarding and copying of data. Our aim is to bridge the gap between the above formalisms by showing how to understand interaction nets in a term rewriting framework. This allows us to transfer results from one paradigm to the other, deriving syntactical properties of interaction nets from the (well-studied) properties of term rewriting systems; in particular concerning termination and modularity.
Introduction
Term rewriting systems provide a general framework for specifying and reasoning about computation. They can be regarded as a universal programming language where di erent paradigms (functional, logical, parallel, etc.) can be expressed, or as an abstract model of computation (abstract in the sense that they specify actions but not control, for instance they are free from strategies | there is no intentional behaviour implied by the rewrite rules).
Recently, interaction nets have been proposed by Lafont 22] as a new paradigm in rewriting, based on rewriting of networks rather than terms; hence a graphical syntax. Interaction nets are a generalisation of proof nets 12] . Because of the linear logic foundation, they give a more re ned view of computation, which is exempli ed by their successful use in the study of the dynamics of computation (sharing in the -calculus for example 14]). Interaction nets are closer to an implementation than term rewriting systems, since the interaction rules are non-ambiguous and con uent, and the reduction process is local and asynchronous.
The two formalisms in rewriting outlined above have been developed separately, isolating each paradigm from progress in the other. The aim of our work is two-fold. First, and primary, the hope is to bridge the gap between the two formalisms. This would then allow us to:
reason about interaction nets in a traditional term rewriting framework. Term rewriting is now a very rich eld, with well established theories and results such as type systems, modularity and termination proof techniques. An encoding of interaction nets into term rewriting systems should allow all this knowledge to be harnessed. This is an important point if we see interaction nets as a programming paradigm (as presented by Lafont 22] ). reason about term rewriting systems in a graphical syntax, thus allowing the use of properties and graphical intuitions of interaction nets to deduce properties of term rewriting systems. There is also the possibility of applying some of the recent developments in semantics of interaction nets to term rewriting, and, in particular, understanding term rewriting systems in the interaction net framework allows us to apply to term rewriting languages the implementation techniques of interaction nets.
The second hope is that by translating between interaction nets and term rewriting systems we can characterise new classes of each formalism with good properties (obtained as images of the translations). More speci cally, when comparing interaction nets and term rewriting systems a number of questions arise naturally:
Is it possible to translate between the two formalisms in a faithful way? What properties are well behaved under these translations? There are a number of di erent classes of interaction nets. What classes of term rewriting systems correspond to these? The same question also applies the other way around. Some classes of term rewriting systems do not correspond to any particular class of interaction nets. Can this lead to the de nition of new and interesting extensions? For example interaction nets only capture con uent and sequential computations, so there is no notion of parallel function. Since term rewriting systems can code such functions (e.g. parallel-or), can we generate a new notion of interaction net where these are captured but still retain the salient features?
In this paper we begin this work by showing how to understand interaction nets in the term rewriting world. The expression \term rewriting system" is normally used for rewrite systems that deal with rst-order terms. As we will see in the following sections, a natural translation of the graphical syntax of interaction nets to terms involves the use of bound variables, which takes us away from the world of standard term rewriting systems. We will consider a generalisation of the rst-order systems, introduced by Klop 18] under the name of combinatory reduction systems, that combines rst-order rewriting with the presence of bound variables. We will use the expression term rewriting systems in a broad sense, including rst-order systems and extensions like combinatory reduction systems and shared-rewriting.
After presenting two di erent styles of translations from interaction nets to term rewriting systems, we will show that useful properties like con uence and termination are preserved under the translations. As a consequence, we can apply the techniques developed for term rewriting systems in proofs of termination of interaction nets (con uence holds by construction). Moreover, we will show that many of the modularity results for termination of term rewriting can be reformulated in a simple way for unions of interaction nets.
The study of the reverse translations, encoding term rewriting systems in the interaction framework, was started in 9] as a rst step towards the development of an interaction-net based implementation of term rewriting systems. In order to encode interesting systems like parallelor (more generally, non-sequential or non-con uent term rewriting systems), a generalisation of interaction nets is required. This led to the de nition of parallel interaction nets with state which is also reported in 9].
Interaction nets have been used as a tool to study optimal implementations of the -calculus 14]. Using these ideas, Laneve 24] extended the notion of optimality to interaction systems (a subclass of combinatory reduction systems). It turned out that interaction systems then corresponded to (a class of) interaction nets. Also, interaction nets and other related models that are founded on linear logic 12], like the Geometry of Interaction 13], have been successfully used for the implementation of various -calculi 25]. Our work can be regarded as a continuation of this last research line. On one hand, we study the relations between interaction nets and term rewriting systems with the hope of making these semantic results and implementation techniques applicable also to term rewriting systems and to languages that combine term rewriting and -calculus. On the other hand, seeing interaction nets as a programming paradigm, our study allows us to apply the programming techniques developed for term rewriting languages, in particular concerning modularity, to interaction nets. The latter point is the main subject of this paper.
The paper is organised as follows. In the next section we review certain classes of term rewriting system and interaction net that we will use in the sequel. In Section 3 we provide translations of interaction nets into various classes of term rewriting systems. In Section 4 we study some applications of the translations, in particular modularity of termination. Finally, in Section 5 we conclude our ideas and suggest further directions. This paper is a revised and extended version of the paper 10] presented at CAAP'96.
Basic Concepts
In this section we recall the formalisms that we will use throughout this paper. We refer the reader to the surveys 6, 19] for further examples of rewrite systems, and to 22] for interaction nets.
Term Rewriting Systems
Term rewriting systems can be seen as programming or speci cation languages, or as formulae manipulating systems that can be used in various applications such as program optimisation or automated theorem proving. We recall brie y the de nition of rst-order term rewriting systems, and then describe two extensions: shared-rewriting and combinatory reduction systems.
First-order Term Rewriting Systems
A signature F is a nite set of function symbols together with their ( xed) arity. X denotes a denumerable set of variables, and T(F; X) denotes the set of terms built up from F and X.
Terms are identi ed with nite labeled trees, as usual. The symbol at the root of t is denoted by root(t). Positions are strings of positive integers. The subterm of t at position p is denoted by tj p and the result of replacing tj p with u at position p in t is denoted by t u] p . This notation is also used to indicate that u is a subterm of t. The strict subterm relationship is denoted by (then denotes the superterm ordering). We use to denote syntactic equivalence of objects.
Var(t) denotes the set of variables appearing in t. A term is linear if variables in Var(t) occur
at most once in t.
Substitutions are written as in fx 1 7 ! t 1 ; : : : ; x n 7 ! t n g where t i is assumed di erent from x i .
We use Greek letters for substitutions and post x notation for their application.
De nition 2.1 Given a signature F, a term rewriting system on F is a set of rewrite rules R = fl i ! r i g i2I , where l i ; r i 2 T(F; X), l i 6 2 X, and Var(r i ) Var(l i ). A term t rewrites to a term u at position p with the rule l ! r and the substitution , written t p ?! l!r u, or simply t ! R u, if tj p = l and u = t r ] p . Such a term t is called reducible. Irreducible terms are said to be in normal form.
}
We denote by ! + R (resp. ! R ) the transitive (resp. transitive and re exive) closure of the rewrite relation ! R . The subindex R will be omitted when it is clear from the context.
The signature F of a term rewriting system is partitioned into a set D of de ned symbols: D = ff j root(l) = f for some l ! r 2 Rg, and a set C of constructors: C = F ? D.
In most programming languages based on rewriting, the constructor discipline is assumed, that is programs are constructor systems:
De nition 2.2 A constructor system is a term rewriting system over a signature F = C D (where C is the set of constructors and D the set of de ned symbols) with the property that every left-hand side f(l 1 ; : : : ; l n ) of a rule in R satis es f 2 D and l 1 ; : : : ; l n 2 T(C; X). A constructor system is then speci ed by a triple (D; C; R). } Let l ! r and s ! t be two rewrite rules (we assume that the variables of s ! t were renamed so that there is no common variable with l ! r), p the position of a non-variable subterm of s, and a most general uni er of sj p and l. Then (t ; s r ] p ) is a critical pair formed from those rules. Note that s ! t may be a renamed version of l ! r. In this case a superposition at the root position is not considered a critical pair.
A term rewriting system R is con uent if t ! u and t ! v implies u ! s and v ! s for some s, terminating (or strongly normalising) if all reduction sequences are nite, left-linear if all left-hand sides of rules in R are linear, non-overlapping if there are no critical pairs, orthogonal if it is left-linear and non-overlapping, non-duplicating if for all l ! r 2 R and for all x 2 Var(l), the number of occurrences of x in r is less than or equal to the number of occurrences of x in l.
Shared Rewriting
Many implementations of term rewriting systems use directed acyclic graphs (dags) rather than trees for e ciency reasons. Common subterms are structurally shared in a dag. In this way, multiple occurrences of a subterm may be simultaneously reduced to a common term. This reduction relation is called shared-rewriting; it is a particular case of term graph rewriting (see 3, 16] ) where graphs are acyclic. In a shared-reduction step, subterms that correspond to the same variable in the left-hand side of the rule are not copied but shared in the resulting dag, even if the right-hand side of the rule has multiple occurrences of this variable.
Formally, in order to de ne shared-reductions we use marked terms to represent dags, and we de ne a rewrite relation on marked terms that corresponds to dag rewriting (for more details see 21]).
De nition 2.3 Consider a countably in nite set M of objects called marks (M will usually be the set of integers). Let F = ff m j f 2 F and m 2 Mg be the set of marked function symbols. Similarly, the set of marked variables is denoted X . We de ne mark(X m ) = m for X m 2 F X . The elements of T(F ; X ) are called marked terms.
A term t 2 T(F ; X ) is well-marked (or a dag) if for every pair of subterms t 1 , t 2 of t, mark(root(t 1 )) = mark(root(t 2 )) implies t 1 t 2 . The subset of well-marked terms of T(F ; X ) is denoted by D(F ; X ). }
Well-marked terms correspond to dags as follows: A marked symbol x m in a marked term t corresponds to a node m labeled by x in the dag. If two subterms t 1 , t 2 of t have the same mark at the root they must be identical, because there is only one subgraph in the dag for t 1 and t 2 .
In a dag t, for each mark m occurring in t there is a unique subterm s of t that satis es mark(root(s)) = m, which is denoted by t@m. Note also that t is well-marked if and only if all its subterms are well-marked. Two occurrences s 1 , s 2 of a subterm of a well-marked term t are shared in t if and only if mark(root(s 1 )) = mark(root(s 2 )).
Example 2.4 Let f; g; a be function symbols of arity 2; 1; 0 respectively. The marked term t f 0 (g 3 (g 1 (a 2 )); g 4 (g 1 (a 2 ))) is well-marked, and both occurrences of the subterm t@1 g 1 (a 2 ) of t are shared. Also shared are the occurrences of t@2 a 2 . The term t 0 f 0 (g 3 (g 5 (a 6 )); g 4 (g 1 (a 7 ))) is also well-marked, but there are no shared subterms in it. The graphical representations of t and t 0 are shown in the following diagram: It is easy to see that every shared-rewriting sequence corresponds to a term rewriting sequence, but the converse does not hold in general. However, for orthogonal systems every term reduction sequence can be extended to a sequence which does correspond to a shared-rewriting sequence. This is a consequence of a general theorem by Kennaway et al. 16] showing the adequacy of graph rewriting for simulating term rewriting in the case of orthogonal systems. 
Combinatory Reduction Systems
Combinatory reduction systems were designed by Klop 18] with the aim of combining the usual rst-order term rewriting systems with the presence of bound variables as in the -calculus. A combinatory reduction system is a pair consisting of an alphabet and a set of rewrite rules. The alphabet consists of In the last two cases n 0, and if n = 0 we omit the brackets as usual.
Terms are metaterms that do not contain metavariables.
}
Variables that are in the scope of the abstraction operator are bound, and free otherwise. A (meta)term is closed if every variable occurrence is bound. As in the -calculus, naming problems can arise. We adopt the usual convention: all bound variables are chosen to be di erent from the free variables.
We de ne now the rewrite rules of combinatory reduction systems, which are pairs of metaterms (but they induce a reduction relation on terms, by assigning terms to metavariables as explained below).
De nition 2.9 A rewrite rule is a pair of metaterms, written l ! r, where l; r are closed metaterms, l has the form f(s 1 ; : : : ; s n ), the metavariables that occur in r occur also in l, and the metavariables Z k i that occur in l occur only in the form Z k i (x 1 ; : : : ; x k ), where x 1 ; : : : ; x k are pairwise distinct variables. } Example 2.10 The -reduction rule for the -calculus is written in the syntax of combinatory reduction systems as:
where the binary function symbol app represents application and the unary function symbol lambda represents -abstraction. Z is a unary metavariable, and Z 0 a nullary metavariable.
The metavariables in metaterms can be thought of as holes that must be instantiated by terms. In other words, rules act as schemes de ning a reduction relation on terms. To extract the actual rewrite relation on terms from the rewrite rules, each metavariable is replaced by a special kind of -term, and in the obtained term all -redexes and the residuals of these -redexes are reduced (i.e. a development is performed). This operation is well-de ned in the -calculus since all developments are nite. Formally, to de ne the rewrite relation we have to consider a notion of substitution using substitutes and valuations.
De nition 2.11 An n-ary substitute is an expression of the form x 1 : : : x n :t, where t is a term and x 1 ; : : : ; x n are di erent variables (n 0). It can be applied to an n-tuple s 1 ; : : : ; s n of terms, and the result is the term t where x 1 ; : : : ; x n are simultaneously replaced by s 1 ; : : : ; s n .
A valuation is a map that assigns an n-ary substitute to each n-ary metavariable. This is extended to a mapping from metaterms to terms: given a valuation and a metaterm t, rst we replace all metavariables in t by their images in and then we perform the developments of the -redexes created by this replacement. When making a substitution, we must take care of bound variables as usual.
We can now de ne the rewrite relation on terms:
De nition 2.12 A context is a term with an occurrence of a special symbol ] called a hole. A rewrite step is de ned as follows: if l ! r is a rewrite rule, a valuation, and C ] a context, then C l ] ! C r ].
}
As an example, we show the rewrite step that corresponds to -reduction according to the rule given in Example 2.10: Example 2.13 Let be the valuation that maps Z to z:f(z; g(z)) and Z 0 to the term y. We apply now to the left-hand side of the rule given in Example 2.10:
The application of to the right-hand side gives:
Hence, according to the previous de nition, there is a rewrite step app(lambda( x]f(x; g(x)); y)) ! f(y; g(y)): } A combinatory reduction system is left-linear if it does not contain a left-hand side in which some metavariable has multiple occurrences. It is non-overlapping if whenever an instance t of a left-hand side l contains a reducible (strict) subterm u, then u is contained in one of the instantiated metavariables of l. It is orthogonal if it is left-linear and non-overlapping.
Interaction Nets
The interaction net paradigm was introduced by Lafont in 22] as a new rewriting framework for programming, founded on proof nets of linear logic 12]. These nets are very appealing from a computational point of view. On one hand they are a very simple, graphical rewriting system which enjoys properties such as con uence, and on the other hand they bring out the parallelism in the rewriting process making them well-suited as a basis for parallel implementations. Here we will brie y review the paradigm. The reader will nd additional examples in the articles by Lafont 22] and Gay 11] .
De nition 2.14 An Interaction Net ( ; IR) is speci ed by the following data: A set of symbols (or agents), each characterised by a label, and an arity n 2 N (n 1)
which is the number of ports it has. Each agent has a distinguished port, called the principal port, where interaction can take place. A net on is an undirected graph whose vertices are agents in , and whose edges join di erent ports in the same or in di erent agents. The words agent and node are often used as synonyms. A net may be empty, or consist just of edges without agents. Ports that are not connected to other ports in the net are called free. Free ports are marked with edges that have a free extreme, as in the diagram above. Then each node has as many incident edges as the arity of the agent. The interface of a net is the (ordered) set of free extremes of edges (in particular, for a net consisting only of an edge, the interface contains the two extremes of the edge).
A set IR of interaction rules which are net rewriting rules where the left-hand side is a net consisting of two agents connected on their principal ports, and the right-hand side is an arbitrary net with the only constraint that it must have the same interface as the left-hand side. There is at most one rule for each pair of agents.
The following diagram shows the general form of an interaction rule, using agents and of arity 3 and 4 respectively. The right-hand side N is any net, which may contain occurrences of the agents in the left-hand side (we represent nets with dashed lines). Note that the interface is preserved; there are equal numbers of free ports before and after the interaction.
We use names (a; b; c; d; e) to indicate the correspondence between the free ports in the leftand right-hand sides of the rule, but we will often omit them when there is no ambiguity.
-@ ? ? 
}
To give an example of interaction nets, we show the interaction rules of two ubiquitous agents, namely the erase ( ), of arity 1, which deletes everything it interacts with, and the duplicator ( ), of arity 3, which copies everything. These are represented by the following diagrams, where is any node.
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The rst rule shows that the interaction deletes the node and places erase nodes on all the free edges of the node. For the second rule, we see that the node is copied, and all its free edges are too. Further examples of interaction nets are given throughout the paper, making use of the above agents and rules.
A net is in normal form when no interactions are possible. We say that an interaction net ( ; IR) is terminating if all sequences of interactions in nets on are nite.
As an almost immediate consequence of this de nition of net rewriting we have the following features:
Con uence. The restriction of interaction only on the principal port of an agent, and the constraint that there is at most one rule for each pair of agents, su ce to give the strongest notion of con uence: if N =) N 1 and N =) N 2 (N 1 di erent from N 2 ) then there exists a net N 3 such that N 1 =) N 3 and N 2 =) N 3 .
Local implementation. The local interface is preserved during an interaction | two agents interacting do so in their own \space" and do not a ect any other part of the network. Asynchrony. As a direct consequence of the above points, we have the possibility of a parallel implementation | no order on the interactions is required since any two agents ready to interact can do so in any order.
Interaction nets can be regarded as a generalisation of proof nets for multiplicative linear logic, and indeed, this is their origin. Roughly, the relationship is given by setting the set of symbols to be the logical symbols; the principal port of each symbol is the conclusion and the auxiliary ports are the premises of the rule for that symbol; and the rewrite rules are speci ed by the rules for cut-elimination for multiplicative linear logic. We refer the reader to 23] for a complete presentation; see also 25] for another approach.
In the following we will use interaction nets or interaction net systems as synonyms.
Classi cation of Nets
Lafont 22] introduced a type discipline for interaction nets, using a set of constant types (atom, nat, list-nat, . . . ). For each agent, ports are classi ed between input and output. An input port will be assigned a type ? and an output port a type + . A net is well-typed if input ports are connected to output ports of the same type. In the following, for the sake of simplicity, we will consider only one type. In other words we will only distinguish between input ports (marked with a ? sign) and output ports (marked with +). an agent is an output port, the agent is a constructor, otherwise it is a destructor.
}
In the previous example, and are destructors, whereas is a constructor. The division between constructors and destructors originates in the logical system that inspired the formalism of interaction nets: destructors and constructors are respectively associated with left and right introduction rules of logical operators.
For each agent, the auxiliary ports are divided into partitions (the notion of partition has also its origins in the sequent calculus that inspired the formalism).
De nition 2.16 Each agent 2 has a principal port and a (possibly empty) set of auxiliary ports which are divided into one or several classes, each of them called a partition. A partition mapping establishes, for each agent in , the way its auxiliary ports are grouped into partitions. }
The partitions given by Lafont for and are as follows: , which does not have any auxiliary port, has one partition, which is empty (see 2] for a detailed discussion of the meaning of empty partitions); for both auxiliary ports are in the same partition ( has one partition containing two output ports).
The notion of partition was introduced in 22] with the purpose of de ning a class of interaction nets, called semi-simple nets, that are deadlock free, that is, a class of nets such that vicious circles of principal ports, as depicted in the diagram below, cannot be created during computation.
PSfrag replacements As mentioned before, an edge is a particular case of net. It can be typed by assigning opposite signs to the extremes. 2. CUT, that connects two disjoint nets using a single edge:
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In particular, when A and B are just an edge, we obtain an edge.
3. GRAFT, that adds an agent to a set of nets according to its partitions. The principal port remains free, and all the ports belonging to the same partition of the agent are connected to the same net, but each partition is connected to a di erent net, as shown in the following diagram:
We assume that the agent has n partitions, where n 0. A 1 ; : : : ; A n are semi-simple nets, with interfaces such that each auxiliary port in the ith-partition of the agent can be connected to the corresponding net A i (in particular these nets may be just edges, and may contain more free ports in the interface, that will remain free after the GRAFT is made). Types have to be respected in order to obtain a well-typed net. } A semi-simple net is then de ned by a sequence of operations, and in the following we assume that they are well-typed.
For example, the nets in the interaction rule for are semi-simple: assume that the partitions of are unitary (i.e. contain only one port), then the left-hand side is obtained by making a CUT of the nets GRAFT( , EMPTY) and GRAFT( , LINK, : : :, LINK), and the right-hand side is obtained by making MIX of GRAFT( ,EMPTY), : : :, GRAFT( ,EMPTY).
In fact, the construction of the left-hand side of an interaction rule can always be done in this way, as the following lemma shows.
Lemma 2.18 Left-hand sides of interaction rules are always built by a CUT of two GRAFTS on LINKS (possibly combined by MIX) or EMPTY nets. } Proof: By de nition of interaction rule, the left-hand side is a net consisting of a pair of agents connected on their principal ports. Hence it is a net built by a CUT of two nets that consist just of one node each. Then these subnets are built by GRAFTS made on LINKS, combinations of LINKS by MIX, or EMPTY nets, according to the arities and partitions of the agents.
Interaction nets where the partitions of all agents are unitary are called discrete. As remarked by Lafont 22] , in the discrete case a net is semi-simple if it is a graph without cycles; and if the operations of MIX and EMPTY are not used, then it is a connected graph without cycles (i.e. a tree). In the general case, a semi-simple net contains no vicious circle.
A rule is semi-simple if when free ports have been grouped according to the partitions in the left member, the right member becomes semi-simple. For example, the rules for and are semi-simple. Semi-simple nets are closed under reduction by semi-simple rules.
Following Laneve 24] , if a negative port (i.e. an input port) exists in a partition we will call it an input partition, otherwise it will be called an output partition. Hence, an input partition may contain some output ports, whereas an output partition contains only output ports. According to this, there are two classes of interaction nets:
1. dependent interaction nets: if a positive port appears in an input partition of some agent, 2. non-dependent interaction nets: if every agent has only negative ports in input partitions.
From Interaction Nets to Term Rewriting Systems
In this section we study the encodings of interaction nets into term rewriting systems. First we consider semi-simple nets, and then the general case of interaction nets.
Translation of Semi-simple Nets
It is known that discrete semi-simple interaction nets correspond to (a restricted class of) rstorder term rewriting systems (see 22, 24] ). We will de ne a translation function that transforms a semi-simple interaction net into a combinatory reduction system. As a particular case, we will see that non-dependent semi-simple nets (which include the class of discrete nets) are mapped to rst-order term rewriting systems. In the discrete case we obtain a linear rst-order term rewriting system.
As in 24], we will assume that constructors do not have any output partition (the principal port is an output port, and they may have output ports in input partitions). Destructors may have one output partition like in the case of , or none, like in the case of . Summarising, we assume that every agent has at most one output partition and a number (maybe 0) of input partitions, that may or may not contain positive ports. These assumptions allow us to give a smoother translation of semi-simple nets (dependent or non-dependent) into term rewriting systems. Of course this is a restriction on the class of nets under study, but this class is su ciently rich in that it can capture all computable functions (and includes the whole class of interaction systems 24]).
We consider rst the case of non-dependent semi-simple nets and then generalise the translation to deal with output ports in input partitions (dependent nets).
Non-dependent nets
We start by de ning a mapping : Nets ! T(F; X) which takes a non-dependent semi-simple net and gives a term. More precisely, since a semi-simple net is de ned by a sequence of operations of LINK, CUT, GRAFT, MIX, EMPTY, takes as input a sequence of operations that build a net, and gives a term. With the help of this function we will translate interaction rules into rewrite rules: the translation of an interaction rule will simply be obtained by translating each member.
The translation of a net with an interface consisting of inputs x 1 ; : : : ; x n and outputs y 1 ; : : : ; y m , will be a term t x 1 ; : : : ; x n ] representing an m-tuple. The translation function is de ned by induction on the de nition of the semi-simple net.
De nition 3.1 Let ( ; IR) be an interaction net, and F be a set of function symbols containing the agents in , the constant empty, a binary symbol P for pair formation, and unary symbols i for projections (we assume that does not contain agents called P, i , empty). P is assumed to be associative, so we use the at notation P(x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) for any n. To simplify the notation we will use some abbreviations: given a term t P(t 1 ; : : : ; t n ), i (t) = t i and t? i (t) = P(t 1 ; : : : ; t i?1 ; t i+1 ; : : : ; t n ). In other words, the expressions of the form i (P (t 1 ; : : : ; t n )) and P(t 1 ; : : : ; t n ) ? i (P (t 1 ; : : : ; t n )) used in the metalanguage have to be replaced by the corresponding de nition (the terms t i and P(t 1 ; : : : ; t i?1 ; t i+1 ; : : : ; t n ) respectively). Here we assume that when only one element remains, P(t 1 ) = t 1 . A sequence u 1 ; : : : ; u n will be abbreviated byũ. Note that in this formula we used a metalanguage with substitution and abbreviations like (A) ? i ( (A)). In fact, (CUT (A; B) ) is the term that we obtain from the expression P( (B)fx 7 ! i ( (A))g; (A)? i ( (A))) after making the operations in the metalanguage (substitution and replacement of abbreviations by their de nitions).
In the formula above, we have taken into account the fact that A can be a net with multiple output ports. In that case the translation of A will be a tuple, and to obtain the translation of the CUT we have to select the corresponding element i ( (A)) to \plug" in the translation of B. The rest of the outputs of A (i.e. (A)? i ( (A))) are still outputs of the net resulting from the CUT (recall that even if A has only one output port, we use the notation i ( (A)) with i = 1, identifying a tuple of length one with its only element).
In the discrete case we have: (CUT(A; B)) = (B)fx 7 ! (A)g as particular case of the previous formula. 5. The translation of a GRAFT depends on whether the agent that is added is a constructor or a destructor (to simplify the formulas, we will assume that the agent has two partitions; the generalisation is straightforward). The result of grafting the agent is a net of one of these forms:
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In the de nition of the translation function we did not consider the case of a CUT of two LINKS (since it gives again a LINK).
As we already mentioned, our translation function takes as input a sequence of operations that construct a semi-simple net and gives a term as result. The sequence of operations needed to build a given semi-simple net is not uniquely de ned. It is possible in general to change the order in which the operations of CUT are done, and the same for GRAFTS. A change in the order of CUTS does not a ect the result of the translation, but a change in the order of GRAFTS can change it. This, however, does not cause any problem since the properties of the translation function that we will show below do not depend on the particular sequence of operations used to build a net.
We now give some examples to illustrate the de nition of . 2. For an example with a non-discrete net, consider the system of interaction rules to add and multiply natural numbers given in 22]. The agents S and 0 are constructors, and Add and Mul are destructors. In the standard de nition of multiplication using addition, the second argument is not used when the rst is 0, and it is used twice otherwise. In the interaction net presentation this requires erasing and copying (duplication), which is done with the agents and . We show only the interaction rules for multiplication: In this example we can see that if the interaction net is not discrete then a variable can occur more than once in the image of . In this case shared-rewriting mimics reductions on the net (see remark below). } Theorem 3.3 Let ( ; IR) be a non-dependent semi-simple interaction net. The term rewriting system (IR) on F is a constructor system, and it is orthogonal. Proof: It is easy to see that, by Lemma 2.18, the translation of the left-hand side of an interaction rule is a term of the form ( (x 1 ; : : : ; x n ); y 1 ; : : : ; y m ) (recall that P and i in the de nition of are part of the metalanguage). The system (IR) contains the translations of the interaction rules IR, and the projection rules . Since the translations of left-hand sides of interaction rules are linear terms, the system is left-linear. Moreover, since they do not contain P and i , and since each agent is either a constructor or a destructor, and there is at most one interaction rule for each pair of agents, we obtain a constructor system without critical pairs. Remark 3.4 We can de ne in the same way a translation function from nets to marked terms (dags), and consider the translation of an interaction net ( ; IR) as a shared-rewriting system (IR). The de nition of is similar to that of , but in the cases of CUT and GRAFT we have to add marks so that all occurrences of (A) and (B) are shared.
}
Next we consider the general case of semi-simple nets, which includes dependent nets.
Dependent nets
We will use terms with bound variables to encode nets where agents have positive ports in input partitions. By abuse of the language, we still call the translation function , although its image now will be MTerms, the set of metaterms associated to the signature F of De nition 3.1, and interaction rules will be translated as combinatory reduction rules. The translation function is again de ned by induction. The cases of LINK, EMPTY, MIX, and CUT are similar to the previous de nition, so we will only present the case of a GRAFT.
De nition 3.5 The translation of a GRAFT depends as before on whether the agent that is being added is a destructor or a constructor. Again, to simplify the formulas we will assume that the agent has two partitions. There are two cases: In this formula we have taken into account the fact that the input partition of Constr connecting to A (resp. B) can have some positive ports. The translation of A (resp. B) is used in the negative port of the partition of Constr, the positive ports of the same partition are not represented as arguments of Constr, since they correspond to bound variables that will typically appear in (A) (resp. (B)). In case no information about the net A (resp. B) is available, the translation of A (resp. B) in the formula above is just X(x) (resp. Y (ỹ)). Also, as in the previous de nition, A and B can be nets with multiple output ports. Then the translations of A; B are tuples, and to obtain the translation of the GRAFT we select the corresponding elements of the tuples. 
}
Note that the formulas for the translation of non-dependent nets can be obtained as a particular case of these when no positive port appears in an input partition (hence no bound variables).
Next we give an example to illustrate the de nition of in the case of dependent nets.
Example 3.6 Let us recall the interaction rules for appending di erence lists given by Lafont 22] . If N is a normal form, so are A and B, and hence (A) and (B) are in normal form by induction. Moreover, if the CUT does not create a redex in the net N, then no rewrite rule applies to (N) either (because all the rewrite rules that correspond to interaction rules cannot be applied, and the projections do not apply because they were already applied in the translation function: they are in the metalanguage).
4. If N = GRAFT(Constr; A; B) or N = GRAFT(Destr; A; B) then the property follows by induction, since there is no CUT on the principal ports (the agent being grafted has its principal port free).
Note that in the case of a CUT or a GRAFT the translation of a part of N can appear several times in (N), and then an interaction step in N may correspond to several rewrite steps in (N). The proof is similar to the previous one: in the case of a CUT we also have (N) ! s t ! (N 0 ), and the same for a GRAFT (only one step ! s su ces because using repeated subterms are shared).
As a consequence of this theorem:
Corollary 3.9 Let ( ; IR) be an interaction net such that the rewrite system (IR) on F terminates. Then ( ; IR) is terminating.
The converse also holds, as shown below, because the rewrite systems are left-linear and nonoverlapping (which implies that shared-rewriting can mimic standard rewriting). Hence termination of ( ; IR) implies termination of (IR). This property will be used in the next section to derive modularity results for interaction nets from the modularity results of term rewriting systems.
Theorem 3.10 Let ( ; IR) be a terminating semi-simple interaction net. Then (IR) terminates.
Proof: Since modularity of termination of term rewriting systems has been studied mostly for rst-order term rewriting systems, we prove the theorem for rst-order systems (but the proof generalises to combinatory reduction systems as well).
First we show that there is a simple correspondence between a term (or a dag representing a term) and a net. Recall that each function symbol in F corresponds to an agent in except for P, i and empty. Given a term t 2 T(F; X) we build a net with a node for each occurrence of a function symbol in t except for P, which is not visible in the net, the projections i which select edges in the net, and empty, which corresponds to the empty net. To ensure that the net is well-formed in the case of a non-linear term, if a non-linear variable x occurs in a subterm which is not of the form (x), we add duplicator nodes to join the corresponding edges. We denote by N t the net associated to t.
The term rewriting system (IR) is orthogonal by Theorem 3.3, hence, by Property 2.7 we can mimic reductions sequences by shared-reduction ones. We prove by contradiction that (IR) is terminating: Let t 0 be a minimal non-terminating term (i.e. all its strict subterms are terminating), and t 0 ! t 1 ! t 2 : : : an in nite reduction sequence starting from t 0 . We consider the corresponding shared-rewriting sequence, and the interaction sequence starting from the net N t0 that corresponds to t 0 . This is depicted in the following diagram, where t 0 ?! s t 0 1 ?! s t 0 2 : : : is the shared-rewriting sequence that mimics the sequence t 0 ! t 1 ! t 2 : : :. . However, since t is minimal non-terminating, any in nite reduction sequence starting from t contains in nite rewrite steps at the root position, which correspond to an in nite number of interactions in the sequence that starts from N t , and this contradicts the assumption of termination of IR.
Hence, termination of IR implies termination of (IR).
Summary
The translation function de ned above provides evidence of the following mappings between semisimple nets and term rewriting systems: Class of Semi-simple Nets Class of Term Rewriting Systems Discrete First-order Term Rewriting Systems (linear and non-overlapping) Non-Dependent First-order Term Rewriting Systems (left-linear and non-overlapping) Dependent
Combinatory Reduction Systems (left-linear and non-overlapping) Note that the systems in the same line in the table are not equivalent: each line shows a strict inclusion of a class of nets in a class of term rewriting systems (there are for instance orthogonal rst-order term rewriting systems that cannot be represented in the interaction framework, like the well-known BP function of Berry and Plotkin, which is not sequential).
For non-dependent nets with vicious circles, we could de ne a translation function in the same spirit as into in nitary rst-order term rewriting systems (for a survey on in nitary term rewriting systems see 17]). In the same way, arbitrary interaction nets could be coded as in nitary combinatory reduction systems. The details of these translations are beyond the limits of the present paper. However, there is another way of translating arbitrary interaction nets into nitary combinatory reduction systems which we present in the following section.
Translation of General Interaction Nets
In this section we show an encoding of arbitrary interaction nets into combinatory reduction systems. It is a syntactic encoding of graphs as metaterms; we apply it in particular to nets. Continuing our abuse of notation, we de ne a mapping : Nets ! MTerms in the following way: For each node in a net W we consider the term (x;ỹ) where x, the element in the rst position, will be the edge connected to the principal port by convention, andỹ the edges connected to the auxiliary ports (we assume that each edge in W has a di erent name). where is an in x operation that we think of as a set constructor, and all the variables are bound (x;ỹ; a; b 2z). The empty net will be represented by N(empty).
Interaction rules are translated as pairs of metaterms, obtained by applying to each member of the rule (and adding a metavariable in the left-hand side so that rules can be applied inside a context). To the resulting system we add the following rule for I: To show how the translation works we consider a simple example.
Example 3.11 The linear -calculus is a restriction on the -calculus in that variables must occur exactly once. There is a simple interaction net system for this which requires two nodes, which we call and @, as shown in the following diagram:
PSfrag replacements We apply the translation to the above interaction rule to generate a combinatory reduction system that will also code the -calculus. The translation of the rewrite The method presented here can be implemented directly. For the sake of e ciency though it is useful to have a notion of \redex stack" which indicates which elements of the list are ready to interact rather than testing all the elements in the list. This has been done for the implementation of the -calculus as an interaction net in GOI- Tools 25] . We are currently experimenting with an implementation of interaction nets based on these ideas.
Applications of the Translation Functions
Within the framework of reduction systems two properties deserve special attention: con uence, which ensures determinacy, and termination, which ensures that all reduction sequences are nite. Interaction nets are con uent \by construction". This is not the case in general for term rewriting systems, but the ones that code interaction nets according to the previous translations are con uent. Termination however is not guaranteed for arbitrary interaction nets. The aim of this section is to use the translation functions de ned above to study the termination of interaction nets.
For the study of termination of term rewriting systems several methods have been proposed (for a detailed account see for example 4, 6, 15] ). Moreover, since proving the termination of a term rewriting system is in general a di cult task, modularity results can be very useful.
De nition 4.1 A property P is modular for a rewrite system R = R 1 : : : R n if P(R) However, there are many important classes of term rewriting systems that are known to be modular: for instance, disjoint unions of left-linear and con uent term rewriting systems are modular with respect to termination 30], and so are unions of non-duplicating or shared-rewriting systems when the signatures share only constructors 28, 21, 8] . For these classes of systems it is then possible to prove the termination of a union by proving the termination of each part separately.
In the previous sections we showed that interaction nets can be translated into term rewriting systems, and a sequence of reductions on nets corresponds to a sequence of reductions on terms. So, termination of the rewrite system obtained by the translation implies termination of the original interaction net system. In order to prove termination of an interaction net, we can then take pro t of the termination techniques developed for term rewriting systems. In particular, in this section we are going to focus on two problems:
1. The modularity of termination of interaction nets. If we show that a class of interaction nets is modular with respect to termination, then we are allowed to decompose a system of interaction rules into simpler subsystems and prove termination of each subsystem separately. 2. The proof of termination of a given (non-decomposable) set of interaction rules. Since more results are known in these respects for rst-order term rewriting systems than for combinatory reduction systems, in this section we are going to concentrate on semi-simple non-dependent interaction nets. Note that even this class of interaction nets is not modular with respect to termination in general. The following is a trivial counterexample: two interaction net systems containing one interaction rule each, which terminate when considered separately but their union is non-terminating. 
Modularity of Termination of Interaction Nets
As we already mentioned, unions of shared rewriting systems are modular when it is the case that the signatures share only constructors. The translation of a union of semi-simple non-dependent interaction net systems that share only constructors is a union of rst-order term rewriting systems (with shared-rewriting), where only constructors are shared (if di erent projection symbols are used in the translation of each system, which we can assume without loss of generality). Then, we can deduce: Note that this includes the case of disjoint unions, and that in contrast with term rewriting systems, no restriction needs to be imposed on disjoint unions of interaction nets.
There are some classes of unions of term rewriting systems that are modular even if de ned functions are shared. We will recall two modularity results for unions of term rewriting systems with shared de ned functions that are easy to apply to interaction nets, and deduce from them two further modularity results for interaction nets. This result applies directly to non-dependent semi-simple interaction nets: the result of applying to a union of interaction nets is a union of con uent constructor systems. We only have to rephrase the notion of composability for interaction net systems: Two interaction net systems over 
Unions of Constructor Systems

Hierarchical Unions
Hierarchical unions of term rewriting systems are very interesting from a practical point of view because they correspond to the so-called incremental development methodology of algebraic speci cations: they appear naturally when systems are developed in a top-down way.
Assume given two rewrite systems over the signatures F i = C i D i (i = 0; 1), each one specifying the set D i (i = 0; 1) of de ned functions with respect to the set C i of constructors by means of a set R i of rewrite rules. The set D i is de ned as the set of symbols heading the left-hand sides of rules, the other symbols being in C i . Note that R i is not necessarily a constructor system. If D 0 \ D 1 = ; and F 0 \ D 1 = ;, but F 1 \ D 0 6 = ;, that is, the systems may share constructors, and moreover the de ned symbols of R 0 may be constructors of R 1 , then the union of R 0 , R 1 is a hierarchical union, denoted by R 0 + R 1 . In R 0 + R 1 , R 0 is the base, and R 1 the enrichment.
There may be several successive enrichments in a hierarchical union. Example 4.4 A well-known hierarchical system is the following, where the basis de nes the addition of natural numbers, in the second level the product of natural numbers is de ned using addition, and then factorial is de ned using product. There are several classes of hierarchical unions of term rewriting systems that are known to be modular with respect to termination (see e.g. 5, 20, 8] ). In 8] it is shown that termination is modular in hierarchical unions R 0 + R 1 + : : : + R n in which R 0 is terminating and non-duplicating (or shared-rewriting is used), and each incremental development de nes a new function symbol using rules that satisfy a general recursive scheme. This result can be easily adapted to the interaction net framework. Let us recall the de nition of the general recursive scheme 1 .
De nition 4.5 Let R be a rewrite system on T(F; X), and assume that f is a new function symbol, i.e. f 6 2 F. Then we can de ne f with a nite set of rewrite rules satisfying the following 
Termination of Interaction Nets
The problem now is how to prove termination of a given interaction net system (assuming we cannot decompose it anymore!). Since many methods have been developed to study termination of rst-order term rewriting systems, we will take pro t of our translations and study termination of the interaction net system directly on its translation. The other alternative would be to derive from each termination proof technique for term rewriting, a termination proof technique for interaction nets, avoiding the translation to term rewriting systems each time a system of interaction rules has to be analysed. Research in this direction is presented in 7] . Here we will show some examples of termination proofs for interaction nets obtained by translation.
The following is an interaction net de nition of Combinatory Logic (this example also shows that non-dependent semi-simple interaction nets are Turing-complete).
Example 4.8 Combinatory logic is de ned by two (higher-order) rewrite rules: Sxyz ! xz(yz), Kxy ! x. As an interaction net, it is speci ed by the agents @; S; S 1 ; S 2 ; K; K 1 } If we try to prove termination of the interaction rules for Combinatory Logic using the recursive scheme de ned above, we are stuck with the rule de ning the interaction between @ and S 2 : @ occurs at the root of the right-hand sides with arguments that are not subterms of the arguments in the left. However, we remark that in this system application (@) plays a particular rôle. First of all, it serves to de ne the higher-order rules of Combinatory Logic in a rst-order syntax. Once we have a rst-order system, we can see @ in two ways: as a de ned symbol (then S; S 1 ; S 2 ; K; K 1 are constructors), or, more naturally since it was introduced with a prede ned meaning, as a primitive (prede ned) symbol. The latter is the point of view taken for instance in the framework of Curry ed Term Rewriting Systems (see e.g. 1]), and it is the one we will adopt in the following.
With this assumption, the rules of Combinatory Logic satisfy the recursive scheme trivially since they are not recursive; but unfortunately the general scheme does not guarantee termination with the latter approach (i.e. if we consider @ as a primitive symbol), as the following example shows. 
}
The same problem arises of course in the framework of rst-order term rewriting systems: if we add an application symbol to the language, let us call it Ap, and we treat it as a special prede ned symbol, then the general scheme does not guarantee termination. This problem was studied in 1], where it is shown that a variant of the general scheme, together with a typing condition, su ces to ensure termination of Curry ed Term Rewriting Systems (which are the extension of rst-order term rewriting systems with a prede ned binary application symbol Ap).
We will apply to the interaction net systems above a translation function (for instance the rst we de ned since the systems are semi-simple and non-dependent). When applying to these examples, we will use the function symbol Ap as the translation of @. The rules we obtain for Combinatory Logic are:
Ap(S; x) ! S 1 (x) Ap(S 1 (x); y) ! S 2 (x; y) Ap(S 2 (x; y); z) ! Ap(Ap(x; 1 ( (z))); Ap(y; 2 ( (z)))) Ap(K; x) ! K 1 (x) Ap(K 1 (x); y) ! P(x; (y)) together with the rules de ning ; and the projections 1 ; 2 . In fact, if we replace S by S 0 , K by K 0 , and the third and fth rules by the equivalent rules:
Ap(S 2 (x; y); z) ! S(x; y; z)
S(x; y; z) ! Ap(Ap(x; 1 ( (z))); Ap(y; 2 ( (z)))) Ap(K 1 (x); y) ! K(x; y) K(x; y) ! P(x; (y)) then the image of the translation is a Curry ed Term Rewriting System, to which we can apply the termination proof technique developed in 1], showing that Combinatory Logic (and also the system with the extra-rule for D) terminates on typeable terms. Hence any net whose image is a typeable term will terminate. We can also see that the image of the non-terminating net of Example 4.9 is the term Ap(D; D), which is untypeable, as shown in 1] (in the -calculus framework, this net corresponds to the self-application ( x:xx)( x:xx)).
Conclusions and Further Work
In this paper we have presented a study of the relationships between interaction nets and term rewriting systems. One of the main points of interest that we have shown is that modularity properties and termination proof techniques of term rewriting systems can be carried over to interaction nets in a straightforward and systematic way. This is important if we see interaction nets as a programming language.
On the other direction, we see the potential of having a more re ned understanding of term rewriting by including intentional behaviour. In addition, we would like to carry over the semantics of interaction nets to the term rewriting world. We anticipate that some variant of the Geometry of Interaction, which has been used successfully for interaction nets before, can be used. The nal part of this programme will be the study of the implementation of interaction nets, both directly (net rewriting) and also via the semantics (as done with the Geometry of interaction Machine 26] ). This would give, as for the semantics, a uniform implementation of term rewriting, which can be extended to combinations of term rewriting and -calculus.
The study of the correspondences between term rewriting and interaction nets o ers a new perspective on both formalisms; we hope that these ideas will open up new threads of work which will allow well-known results in one formalism to be used in the other.
